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WHAT YOU NEED

You look down at your to do list, and it feels like nothing has been crossed off.

Think hard about what you’ve been doing for the last 30 mins. Checking out facebook, followed by a slice of instagram, checked the head-
lines of the newspaper.

Do you feel so completely overwhelmed, you don’t even know how or where to start?

Like most of you, I’ve tried so many things to ‘get organised’.

How many to do lists can one person have?

What do you do when there is so MUCH to do, you procrastinate to the point of not doing anything?

How do you avoid the overwhelm?

In this action plan, you’ll be able to easily implement a system that will help you get stuff done.

First up, work out what NEEDS to be done, using our Workflow Projection sheet below. Don’t fill your day with ‘busywork’.
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WORkINg OUT WHAT NEEDs TO bE DONE

This can often be the part you procrastinate most on. What actually NEEDS doing.

Here is my quick and easy template to help you figure out what you should be working on.

1 Write each thing that needs to be done into the TASK box. Eg, sending out a newsletter should be quite a quick task, and relatively easy. 
You can define how long ‘quickly’ is, but generally it should be a task that is less than a day.

2 Now, put a potential REVENUE VALUE on each task. If you don’t know the exact amount this task could earn you, you can use a symbol 
system, like $, $$, $$$.

3  Some tasks won’t earn you revenue, but need to be done (like paying bills), so don’t overlook admin tasks.

4 Now, and this is the secret to getting stuff done, ALLOCATE THE TIME IT WILL TAKE TO COMPLETE THE TASK.

5 Once you’ve decided which tasks you need to work on, transfer them to our Daily Action Plan.

TAsk REVENUE TIME

TAsk REVENUE TIME

TAsk REVENUE TIME

TAsk REVENUE TIME
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sO NOW YOU kNOW WHAT NEEDs TO bE DONE,  
LET’s gET EFFECTIVE IN THE TIME YOU HAVE AVAILAbLE.

This can often be the part you procrastinate most on. What actually NEEDS doing.

Here is my quick and easy template to help you figure out what you should be working on.
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no task should be 

more than 2 hours, 

if it is, break it into 

smaller chunks.

HINT

1 batch tasks.

 Don’t pay a bill here, check up on facebook there, duck out to see a client next. If you need to pump out some blog posts, for example, 
batch them up and write 4 at a time. You’ll end up in the zone, where time flies and you get stuff done.

bATCH IT

PLAN IT

CHUNk IT

TIME IT

2 Assign set groups of tasks to certain days.

 If you hate doing admin, make that a Tuesday task. You don’t want to dread Mondays, just because you put the task you least enjoy on a 
Monday. Plus, you’ll have the rest of the week to know that you can work on stuff you enjoy.

3 Out and about/Client days

 If you need to be out and about on a regular basis, for example to see clients, or suppliers, set up specific days of the week to do this. 
Unless it’s super-urgent, make people aware that Wednesdays (for example) are your client days.

4 Allocate Time

 Make sure that anything that goes onto your Daily Action Plan has a realistic amount of time allocated to it. If you reach that time limit, 
you will need to work out whether you are able to free up the extra time by moving another task with the required time to a different 
day, or if the task you’re working on needs to overflow to another day. This is great practice, as you get to see how much time tasks do 
take, and if you want to outsource in the future, you have an idea of how long it should take.

This system also works REALLY well if you have a long term project, such as a project launch. I find a 6 foot long piece of brown paper taped 
to the back of the door helps. Draw a time line with major milestones on it, the work backwards (and forwards) on all the things that need 
to be done. All the tasks. You can then have a separate book/sheet for each task, with the TIMES allocated for each part of the process. 
Knowing how many hours you have available in a day/week, means you won’t get flustered when stuff isn’t done. You’ll be able to set 
realistic targets for what can be achieved each day/week.
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AVOID OVERWHELM
DAILY ACTION PLAN

MONDAY THEME ________________________________________________________________________________ HOURs AVAILAbLE _____________________

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED

WEDNEsDAY THEME ____________________________________________________________________________ HOURs AVAILAbLE _____________________

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED

TUEsDAY THEME _________________________________________________________________________________ HOURs AVAILAbLE _____________________

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED

THURsDAY THEME ______________________________________________________________________________ HOURs AVAILAbLE _____________________

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED

FRIDAY THEME ___________________________________________________________________________________ HOURs AVAILAbLE _____________________

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED

sATURDAY

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED

sUNDAY

TAsk TIME ALLOCATED


